
MORE MUSCLE
MORE MONEY

with Snap-on® Software SubScription



GET WITH THE PROGRAM.
Keep your diagnostic tool performing at its peak so you keep turning more cars more quickly and more accurately than  
anyone else. With a Snap-on® Software Subscription, you get continuous comprehensive data for late-model and older vehicles, 
including thousands of new vehicle systems, trouble codes, live data parameters, experience-based Troubleshooter tips, 
functional tests, adaptations and other coverage available only with this program. 

THE FAST TRACK TO PEAK PERFORMANCE.
Your decision to purchase a Snap-on diagnostic tool is a statement of your commitment to your profession and business. 
Now you can protect that investment by making sure you’re ready for nearly every vehicle that rolls into your shop — with 
a Snap-on Software Subscription.

SAY ‘SO LONG’ TO HASSLES.
Now it’s easier than ever to make sure you’re performing at your peak, automatically and for less. No more inaccurate 
readings leading to too many comebacks. No more turning profitable tire business away because you don’t have the 
latest codes, data and functional test capabilities. And no more missing out on OEM-level functional testing because you 
lack the latest innovative or exclusive coverage.

WORK FASTER. WORK STRONGER. WORK BETTER.
With a Snap-on Software Subscription, you can say goodbye to business-busters and complete repairs all day. Your 
diagnostic tool stays up-to-date automatically as long as you’re subscribed.

POWER UP AND STAY THAT WAY.
A Snap-on Software Subscription ensures that you always 
have the latest software loaded onto your diagnostic tool, 
keeping you ahead of the competition and earning at your 
fullest potential.

STAY ON TOP AND SAVE.
Snap-on Software Subscription is a great way to reinforce 
your position as the top shop or go-to tech while protecting 
your financial future.

A MORE AFFORDABLE WAY TO PAY.
In addition to keeping your diagnostic tool updated without 
having to worry about it, a Snap-on Software Subscription 
actually saves you money (which means lower payments).*  
And you have the option to pay weekly or monthly, so you  
can decide which schedule works best for you.

* Year-over-year savings is estimated, does not include taxes and other charges, and is subject to change.
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•	 	New	codes,	data,	tests	and	tips	back	to	1992

•	 	New	model	year	coverage	for	40+	domestic	 
and Asian makes

•	 	Navigation	enhancements	for	faster	vehicle	ID	 
and quicker access to results

•	 	Coverage	from	all	previous	upgrades

•	 	Special	offers	and	discounts	on	Snap-on	products,	
including SureTrackTM — the destination for expert 
knowledge, diagnostic experience and parts 
replacement records from successful repairs, 
wrapped in an interactive support community.

Enrolling in Snap-on Software Subscription gets you:

For customers who purchase or already own optional European coverage,  
software subscription includes regular European upgrades.

Get with the proGram.  
ask your representative 

for details.


